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ABSTRACT DESIGN PROCEDURE

In this paper a procedure for the
design of a PFN feeding a quasi-steady MPD a)Input data
thruster is presented. Given the design
parameters (pulse duration, pulse rise The input data are the pulse duration,
time, pulse current amplitude and load the rise time, the amplitude of the cur-
equivalent resistance), the procedure rent, the number of the sections of the L-C
allows one to obtain the value of the ladder network and the equivalent resist-
inductances and capacitances for an optimal ance R1 of the MPD thruster (see Figg. 1
design of an L-C ladder feeding network. and 2).

In the procedure an auxiliary network
having all branches in parallel, and each
branch formed by a series of a capacitor
and an inductor, is used. By means of this
auxiliary network, which allows a simple id
expression of its generated current pulse,
the equivalent L-C ladder network is de-
duced. Finally a suitable performance index
is considered in order to optimise the
obtained network, taking into account the
presence of parasitic elements. Id

NOMENCLATURE

T total pulse duration
rr  pulse rise time 0
tp pulse working time t
Sf pulse fall time r

a ratio between tr and T rr_ _ , f
Id  required pulse current amplitude

id required current delivered to the [
load

il real current delivered to the load
V0  initial charged voltage Fig.l Required trapezoidal current pulse.

INTRODUCTION

A power source, capable of feeding a
quasi-steady MPD thruster, must deliver ------
current pulses of high value and a suitably
long duration. These characteristics can L L
be obtained by using appropriate "L-C 2

ladder" networks. load
The L-C ladder networks have been r

theoretically and experimentally studied 1 Cr C 2 TCn
By means of these studi4s simple mathemati-
cal relations between the rise time, the
duration, the magnitude of the pulse and
the values of the capacitance and induct-
ance of the branches of the network were Fig.2 Auxiliary network.
derived.

The above relations are valid only
when L and C are the same in each branch
and when the parasitic parameters are b)Auxiliary network
negligible.

This paper deals with a design proce- Starting with the input data and
dure that optimises the L-C branches in following Guillemin's theory -, the values
order to obtain a given trapezoidal current of the capacitances and inductances of an
pulse and takes into account the parasitic auxiliary network with parallel branches
effects overcoming these limitations. (see fig.3) are determined.
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L'2 Ln Ladder network

, .L The auxillary network determined above
C Co .id can be transformed into its equival'nt

Sladder network by comparing the outputSimpedances of the networks
The impedance of the parallel branches

network results:

Fig.3 Lssless L-C ladder network..

-pa.------- -------------

i w k: w , alth sC [ (:tl s-Ls )C
npossible t: generate an ideal rectanliar k-i " -1

pulse shape ty means of a lumped parimeter '^
network, it is possible to design a network
that dever a pulse w:h very short rise where n is the number of the branches in
and fall t.nes, simply y usin a suffi- parallel.
-lent number of sectoins. The impedance of the ladder network

considering the Fourier series f:r a can be written by making continued-fraction
trapezoidal wave: expansions of the reactance or admittance

functions in the form:

ak

1--

1

S. sin -
C

-- dt 1

T sL1--- (6)
SC

1

and a cording to the fact that each branch
delivers to the load a current:

An expression of the form of (6) can
Ck t be derived from (5) by dividing the numera-

ik(t) = V v- sin - tor of (5) by its denominator, which gives
SLY L Ck L , inverting the remaining fraction and

dividing again, which gives Cn, and contin-
uing the process.

the values of Lk and Ck can be determined
by comparison with the coefficients of the
Fourier series, obtaining: d) Parasitic parameters

V0 -T The above ladder network is completed
Lk = by adding the parasitic parameters. The

sin k R a parameter values were considered propor-
4Id( ) tional to the corresponding elements. They

k a  
are normally identified by a parasitic
inductance LC and resistance Rc in series
with the capacitors and by a parasitic

4 Id T sin k n a resistance R, in series with the inductors.
-k ~- 4- Their value- are given by the manufactur-

k- V0 k n a ers, and can be controlled by measurements.

e) COtimal zicedure
So the auxiliary network consists )f a

given number of L-C sections resonating at The -mplete pulse forming network
the frequency k/2t arranged in parallel. (see Fig.4 , is finally optimised, using a

Unfortunately, networks with parallel minimum square deviation performance index:
branches are inconvenient for practical
feeding of quasi-steady MPD thrusters. The (j*l)r
inductances have appreciable distributed
capacitance, which actually shunts them and Q w, [ idt) -1( ; I- t )
therefore tends to spoll the pulse shape,
whereas the condensers have a wide range of
values which makes manufacture difficult
nd ei:-:pe!ns ve .
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L1  RL L2  Ru Ln RLn [(t) - il(t)] dt =

cn
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Fig.4 Complete L-C ladder network.

where W are suitable weights, id(t) is the D F

required current and i the obtained cur- 0
rent, and a is a suitably big natural 4
number. + Id 2 T (l - - a) +

The loop currents in the network (see 3

Fig. 4) can be expressed by the recursive
expression:

IM i  IMi2K L Tr

(s2jCj+1LCj+1+sCjCj+1RCj+ +Cj) G(H+- J)+eREi-- - IMj-)
in =Cne( in...-l)- Id REi REi M M

l[s2CjCj+(Lj+Lc+Lcj+) + - 4-Ii +

cr 
M

den(ij_-1 )ij+ 1  0

sC Cj+ 1 (RLj +R +RCj+1)+Cj +Cj+ 1 ]den(ij _

J14 Id JieRE12 + IMi2 +

(8). Xr
[s2CjCj+iLCj+SCjCj+Rcj+C+l]num(i j- 1 8)

4 iK
VoCnden(in-1) - -I d li e R E it [ +

in = RE 2 + IMi2
[s2Cn ( Ln+LCn) +sCn( RLn+RCn + R load) +11] q

(9) [ IMg IMI2K L ,1
den(in-l)- [ s 2CnLcn+sCnRcn+ 1 ]num(in-1) (9 G(H+-- J)+etREit ( -IM -)

Id REi REI M Mwhere num(i) and den(i) are respectively + 4- dI Ri i M
the numerator and the denominator of the i=-1 '
expression of the current, with num(i 0 )=0
and dento)=l, and V0 is the initial J
charged voltage.

From the knowledge of the loop cur- where
rents the currents in the branches of the
network can be easily derived, since the A = REicos(2IMit+2PHj) + IMisin(2IMit+2PHi)
current in the inductor of the horizontal iit +
branches is equal to the corresponding B = RE + RE
loop current, and the current in the capac- 3
itor of the j-th vertical branch is equal C = (REi + REj)cos((IHi-IMj)t+PHiPHH) +
to the difference between i and i1 ..
Obviously the expressions of the currents + (IM iMj)sin((IMi-iMj)t+PHi-PH )versus time are obtained from (8) and (9), + (IMi -

by operating the inversq Laplace transform. D = (REi + REJ )2 + (i, - I )2
In particular, expression (9) becomes:

E = (REi + REj)cos((IMi+IM)t+PHi+PHj) +

il il 2 IIilcos(IMit+PHi) eREit (10) + (IMi + IM)sin((IMi+ImH)t+PHi+PHj)

where F = (REi + REj) 2 + (IMi + IMj) 2

REi is the real part of the i-th pole G = eREit(REit-1)
IMi is the imaginary part of the i-th pole
I, is the module of the i-th residue H = cos(IMit+PHi)
PHi is the phase of the i-th residue
of the partial fraction expansion of (9). J = sin(IMit+PHi)
The integral (7) can be solved analytical-
ly, giving the following result:

3
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K = REicos(IMit+PHi) + IMisin(IMit+PHi) The obtained lossless network was
completed with the parasitic parameters

L = REisin(IMit+PHi) - IMicos(IMit+PHi) derived by indications of manufacturers:

M = (REi)2 + (IMi) 2  LC1 = 1.3 OF RC1 = 20.9 m2 RL1 = 9.4 mn
LC 2 = 0.6 UF RC2 = 10.5 m RL2 = 6.4 mQ

T = + T LC3 = 0.5 uF RC3 = 8.8 mQ RL3 = 6.2 ma
q r LC4 = 0.5 OF RC4 = 8.7 mn RL4 = 5.6 m.

The optimisation is carried out by LCS = 0.4 OF RC5 = 7 ma RL5 = 5 ma
means of the Simplex Method 4 , imposing LC6 = 0.5 uF RC6 = 8.6 ma RL6 = 8.2 mO
that the sum of the capacitances must
remain constant and equal to the starting Starting from these values the optimi-
value, obtained by the process described sation procedure was performed, either with
above. the parasitic parameters fixed and propor-

tional to the corresponding inductance and
capacitance values, or with the parasitic

RESULTS values free to vary.
In table I and II the results for both

The presented optimal design procedure cases are reported.
was used to obtain a trapezoidal pulse The deviation from the assigned pulse
having the following characteristics: wqveform, evaluated by (7) resulted 6388

A-s using the starting ladder network
pulse duration T [ms] 1 parameters (before the optimisation). At

the end of the optimisation this value was
pulse rise time Tr [ms] 0.1 reduced to 4538 and 2152 A 2s respectively

with fixed or free parasitic parameters.
pulse fall time Tf [ms] 0.1 In Fig. 5 the pulses delivered with

the optimised network are reported. In the
pulse current amplitude Id [kA] 10 same figure the pulse obtained with a

ladder network whose parameters were deter-
To obtain this pulse a ladder PFN was

chosen, having six sections and initial
charged voltage VO equal to 2 kV. These , , c

values were deduced by the simplified I -=_ i
analysis reported in bibliography. i

The parameters of the obtained auxil-
iary network were: 0 1

C1 = 3987 UF L 1 = 25.4 H i
C2 = 386.6 OF L2 = 29.1 H
C3 = 103.2 OF L3 = 39.3 pH - 5 -..

4 = 30.4 OF L 4  67.9 H .
C5 = 5.5 UF L 5 = 228.7 pH
C 6 = 3 ;F L 6 = 279.6 pH

The corresponding values of the equiv-
alent ladder network were:

C1  = 1464 )F L1  9.4 .H "0 02 04 06 I i 1.4 1.6 1 2
C2 = 737 OF L2 = 6.4 pH
C3 = 613 PF L3 = 6.2 H " --"I
C4 = 607 UF L4 = 5.6 UH
C5 = 490 OF L5 = 8 pH Fig.5 Current pulses delivered for differ-
S = 603 F L6  8.2 ent L-C ladder network.

TABLE I TABLE II

PULSE FORMING NETWORK PARAMETERS AFTER THE PULSE FORMING NETWORK PARAMETERS AFTER THE
OPTIMISATION PROCEDURE WITH FIXED PARASITIC OPTIMISATION PROCEDURE WITH FREE PARASITIC
PARAMETERS PARAMETERS

SECTION C LC RC L RL SECTION C LC RC L RL
N. [F] [iH] [ M ] [uH] [mo] N. [F] [uH] [mQ] [IH] [mQ]

1 1203 1 17.2 8.6 8.6 1 2148 0.4 13.3 3.4 2.6

2 784 0.7 11.2 6.9 6.9 2 307 0.2 7.8 4.1 5.9

3 636 0.5 9.1 6.4 6.4 3 505 0.1 5.5 4 3.7

4 632 0.5 9 6 6 4 441 0.3 6 2.9 3.4

5 515 0.4 7.3 5.2 5.2 5 376 0.2 5.1 3.4 2.8

6 745 0.6 10.6 7.2 7.2 6 738 0.2 5.5 7.4 0.1

4
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mined with the procedure reported in 1 and of the delivered pulse. The parasitic
having six equal sections is shown. In this parameter values of each circuital element
last case'the performance index Q resulted must be, compatibly with their technologi-
7431 A-s. cal feasibility, very close to the values

Fig. 5 allows the evaluation of the derived by the design procedure, in order
influence of the parasitic parameters on to obtain a good current pulse waveform.
the delivered pulse waveform and underlines
the importance of a proper evaluation of
the actual parasitic parameters utilised in REFERENCES
the design procedure.the design procedure. 1 M. Di Capua, H. L. Kurtz, " Electrolytic

Capacitor Power Source Design for Quasi-
CONCLUSIONS Steady Magnetoplasmadynamic Arcs ", J.

Spacecraft, pp. 554-559, August 1974.
The design procedure for a pulse E. A. Guillemin, " Synthesis of passive

forming network.presented in this paper networks ", John Wiley & Sons Inc., New
allows the determination of the values of York, 1957.
the parameters of a L-C ladder network, in G. N. Glasoe, J. V. Lebacqz, Pulse
order to obtain a current pulse waveform Generators , Mc Graw-Hill Inc. New York,
very close to the required one. The analy- 1948.
sis of the results has shown the influence G. R. Walsh, Methods of Optimization,
of the parasitic parameters on the waveform Wiley, New York, 1975.
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